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1) Reconstructing templates using binary image format [2]One inverse biometric method that has been very successful in 
reconstructing face images applies an affine transformation to model 
the face recognition algorithm. This method is general and could apply 
to templates extracted from other biometric characteristics. We propose 
two formats to apply this method to spatial point patterns extracted 
from retina and hand images and test its performance on reconstructing 
such sparse templates. We also apply this method on retinal vascular 
images. The results show that the reconstructed point pattern templates 
and the reconstructed retinal images are not similar enough to their 
original targeted references to be accepted by point pattern comparison 
algorithms as matches.

The MSK Reconstruction method [1] requires: 
1. break-in set: A pool of imposter samples/templates
2. access to biometric recognition algorithm 
The reconstruction is performed in two processes:
1. modelling the biometric recognition algorithm (blue diagram)
2. embedding and reconstructing the target (pink diagram)

2)  Reconstructing templates using spatial coordinates format [2, 3]
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v Best reconstructed templates (using binary image format):

Results

We applied the MSK algorithm to two formats of retina and hand point 
pattern templates and to retinal images. The performance of this attack 
on the tested vascular point pattern templates and the retinal vascular 
images is so poor that it could not be considered as a threat to privacy 
and security of the users and their templates. 
As future work, we would like to compare this attack to other types of 
biometric attacks that require different types of knowledge to be 
performed, particularly the attacks that are based on generative models.

Adaption Formats

1) Result of reconstructing retinal templates:
MHD Comparison  Algorithm

2)  Result of reconstructing hand templates:
MHD Comparison  Algorithm
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ü The only two retinal templates that will pass a system with FMR= 0.1%

MHD=2.55

3)  Reconstructing retinal images [3]

ICP Comparison  Algorithm

3)  Result of reconstructing retinal images:
ICP Comparison  Algorithm
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v Best reconstructed retina images:
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